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 OutlineResearch Questions
Things we are trying to find out from sea-ice

1. Can we construct a single metric for the change in sea-ice boundary from 
reanalysis that can be forecast ?
2. Can we relate this metric to changing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions ?
3. Is the reanalysis good enough at high latitudes ? 
4. What is our best estimate of the Arctic temperature anomaly* ?

* In the context of the GloSAT project (https://glosat.org ) that is rescuing and 
homogenizing historical global surface air temperatures, understanding how the 
sea ice boundary is changing is important for knowing how to merge land and 
ocean temperature anomalies.

https://glosat.org/


 OutlineMikhail Budyko’s climate predictions in 1972
Between a snowball Earth and an ice-free planet

Budyko, Mikhail I. "The future climate." Eos, Transactions 
American Geophysical Union 53.10 (1972): 868-874.

ice-free planet
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Can we model this? 



1. Developing a metric for the median sea-ice boundary



 OutlineMethod – Step 1
We calculate the median of all latitudinal minima from reanalysis

● We calculate the latitude of the monthly minimum sea ice concentration 
(SIC) ≥ 0.15 in JRA-55 reanalysis at all longitudes (points in red)
● Then we calculate the median value of these latitudes and do this for each 
month of the reanalysis over the whole record (1958-2019)



 OutlineResults (Step 1)
We obtain the median sea-ice boundary centered at the North Pole

● If we do this for sea ice over open sea and for sea ice over land + sea (i.e. 
including lake ice) we get 2 different values for the median
● We repeat this for every month over the reanalysis period (1958-2019)



 OutlineResults (Step 1)
March and September seasonal trends + geo-periodogram

Summer sea ice is retreating faster than winter sea 
ice* (NB: the balance of +ve and -ve feedbacks is 
currently asymmetric).

* which however is getting younger

Sea-ice minima geo-periodogram (one 
row per month) is showing regions of 
change: >1979, 0°-50°N, 150°-180°N, 
280°-360°N



2. Relating the metric to the level of atmospheric CO₂



 OutlineMethod – Step 2
Keeling Curve Conversion of time ↔ CO₂

Time ↔ CO₂

the current growth rate at 
Mauna Loa is 2.50 ± 0.26 ppmv /yr



 OutlineResults (Step 2)
Arctic sea ice retreat is (currently) linear

Locally linear estimate 
of Budyko’s prediction

CO₂ constitutes 0.042% by volume of the atmosphere (= 419.4 ppmv) 
or 3284 Gt CO₂ containing 895 Gt of Carbon



3. Assessing high latitude reanalysis



 OutlineReanalysis and Instrumental Measurements are Symbiotic
Pre-satellite era data reanalysis is constrained by land and sea observations

Polar observations provide key constraints on models and more are needed

Land component Land + sea



 OutlineHistorical Data Rescue, Citizen Science & the Zooniverse
Help us build the time machine

Zooniverse



 OutlineHistorical Sea-Ice and Temperatures
Proxy reconstructions from the past help us understand present / future change

Providing key data points that are needed to 
constrain early reanalysis can help answer 
questions such as:
Q. Is regional sea-ice change responsible for earlier 
blooming of Japanese Cherry Blossom ?



4. Best estimate Arctic temperature anomaly



 OutlineGloSAT project glosat.org
Rescuing and homogenising land & sea surface air temperatures 1781-2021

GloSAT land component

Arctic Circle



 OutlineArctic land surface air temperatures 
How well do instrumental measurements and reanalysis agree ? 

● Reanalysis is very sensitive to sea-ice 
uncertainty in the early data < 1900
● Evidence of +3°C warming since 1850
● Warming is impacting a lot of coastal Arctic 
ocean communities

temperature anomalies from 1961-1990 mean



 OutlineConclusions
Some thoughts

This brief study shows that Mikhail Budyko had great foresight. His 1972 analysis 
provides a metric = the median monthly sea-ice boundary as a function of CO₂ - that 
can be used to help monitor trends in sea-ice in the Arctic. 

The poleward retreat of sea-ice is currently linear and at a rate of 0.059 °N / yr or 
equivalently 0.037 °N / ppmv CO₂.

By using the Keeling curve or climate and paleo-model forecasts of CO₂, the median 
monthly sea-ice boundary regression fit can be used to make predictions about the 
past or future extent of Arctic sea ice.

This analysis is based on JRA-55 reanalysis which is driven by satellite retrievals of sea 
ice concentration. Comparison of instrumental observations of surface temperature 
with 20CRv3 reanalysis suggest that more observations are needed to help constrain 
the reanalysis at high polar latitudes. Citizen science efforts like Zooniverse are 
rescuing ship data from historical logbooks which helps in this regard.



Data sources used:

PSL/NOAA
20CRv3 reanalysis 1806-2015: 
https://portal.nersc.gov/project/20C_Reanalysis/
NCAR/UCAR & JMA
JRA-55 reanalysis data 1958-2019: 
https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds628.1   
C3S CDS / ECMWF
ERA5 (incl. BE) reanalysis lake cover data 1950-2020:
https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/#!/search?text=ERA5   
UKMO Hadley Center
HadCRUT.5.0.1.0 and HadSST.3.1.0.0 anomaly data 1850-2020: 
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs   
CRU/UEA & GloSAT
Ongoing updates to the global land surface air temperature instrumental record 1781-2021: 
https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/  
https://www.glosat.org/

Codebase:
https://github.com/patternizer/budyko_calculation

  

Many thanks for listening

https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds628.1
https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/#!/search?text=ERA5
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs
https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/
https://www.glosat.org/
https://github.com/patternizer/budyko_calculation

